Abstract-With the development of computer network, both quality of service (QoS) and security of service are more and more concerned by customers. However, QoS may descend evidently by the deployment of security, because security mechanisms always induce extra resource consumption. In order to meet the requirement of real-time and secure multimedia applications, this paper proposes a novel model, named evaluation model with an adaptive immune algorithm to get optimal parameters of security and QoS. Simulations show that the proposed model is effective to achieve optimal balance between the security and the QoS.
I. INTRODUCTION
In communication network, security and QoS has been two important issues to study independently. However, with the development of research, it is discovered that both of them strongly interfere with each other [1] . On one hand, stable QoS requires effective security service to resist diversified attack [2] and avoid congestion of traffic due to attack. Taking wireless network for example, especially Ad Hoc network [3] [4] , the transmission channel is exposed to the air, and attackers are easier to intrude the transmission information. If network security is not enough, the network is easy to be suffered by warm virus with spam, and then a lot of bandwidth is consumed which is one of key factors of QoS. On the other hand, security can obviously affect QoS, such as additional delay by proceeding of encryption or authentication. Moreover, the limited bandwidth of wireless channel makes its impact on QoS more seriously. Therefore, the interaction between security and QoS should be considered together [5] [6] .
From the point of view of service providers (SPs), different customers always have different requirements on security and QoS. Even for the same customer and service, the requirements might also be different in different circumstance or time. However, it may be impossible to satisfy both security requirements and QoS requirements simultaneously due to limited network resources. By this means, in order to get optimal solution, it is necessary to study the interaction between security and QoS.
Several papers have reported the interaction between QoS and security in communication networks. Ref. [7] [8] [9] study the impact of challenge/response authentication on QoS in wireless LANs. Among them, Ref. [7] investigates the impact from security assurance level (SAL), mobility and traffic patterns on overall system performance respectively, in terms of authentication latency and the call dropping probability. Ref. [8] introduces a model in a distributed dynamic management system. It aims to maximize QoS and/or security while maintaining a minimum consumption, even as network resource availability changes. Ref. [9] specifies a tradeoff between security and QoS through the choice of available security configurations.
Although the above researches provide outputs of the system performance caused by authentication and encryption, none of them further studies the quantitative correlation between security and QoS. In this paper, we will quantitatively investigate the relationship between both of them from the points of view of encryption and authentication, and finally get optimal balance between security and QoS.
On the other hand, it is well known that human immune system can prevent us away from a vast variety of foreign pathogens, in that human body is able to produce various antibodies combined with proteins against each kind of antigen [17] . In immune processes, antibodies implements the cycle of clonal selection, crossover and hyper mutation, up to fittest to antigens. By the enlightenment of the human immune system, immune algorithm (IA) has developed fast in recent years. IA has been widely applied in data clustering [13] , function optimization [14] [15], network intrusion detection [16] and so on. In optimization, objective problem is taken as antigen, and the corresponding set of solutions as antibodies. In our research, the goal is to get minimal delay and maximum SAL for given network resource. It can be described by a mathematical model with multiobjective optimization problems. In order to find optimal solutions, multi-objective immune algorithm [12] is used with key parameters on security and QoS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, a novel model, i.e., evaluation model is introduced. In section III, the impacts of encryption and authentication on system performances are studied separately. In section IV, IA is introduced to the evaluation model in detail. In section V, we adopt IA to get the optimal solutions of SAL and delay with different key length and authentication rates. Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section VI.
II. EVALUATION MODEL
In the section, a novel evaluation model is proposed, and the interaction between security and QoS is evaluated. The evaluation model can be described as Fig. 1 . The interface of the evaluation model is described as follows: there is one kind of input interfaces, i.e., input interface of network state parameters. In addition, there are also two kinds of output interfaces, i.e., output interface of optimal QoS parameters and output interface of optimal security parameters. These interfaces can be physical or logistic in practical systems. The process of evaluation model includes parameters collecting, parameters evaluating and parameters outputting. They are described as follows.
Parameters collecting: the current network status such as transmission delay, throughput, call dropping probability and so on, are transmitted to the evaluation model.
Parameters evaluating: The model consists of two segments: Parameters outputting: the optimal parameters of QoS and security are sent out from the output interface.
With the evaluation model, SPs can provide users a series of optimal QoS parameters and optimal security parameters according to current network status. Mostly, the optimal parameters appear as a curve that is composed of various optimal points. Each point represents a vector with elements of security and QoS. According to user's preferences, user can select a suitable point on the curve for a specific service.
III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we introduce two security methods: encryption and authentication. Their effects on security and QoS are studied separately, and the system performance is evaluated in terms of time delay and SAL.
In application, data encryption and authentication are two main security mechanisms used generally in various security protocols. By this means, the evaluating model is setup directly from the two mechanisms. Note that data encryption just refer to the encryption of message in this research, while encryption and key exchange for authentication are all regarded as a part of authentication. In this way, security policy consists of initial authentication and data encryption.
Generally, encryption algorithm translates the plain text into cryptograph before transmission according to key used in it, so that users without key can not know the content of session, except for the valid receiver. It can also be used for data integrity. If the cryptographic text is modified, the receiver end can not decrypt. Although encryption provides information secrecy and integrity check, it also takes additional time delay and consumes power due to encryption and decryption [10] . On the other hand, authentication is used as an initial process to authorize a user through secret credentials for communication. By rejecting illegal users, authentication can thus control resource access. At the same time, authentication can not only result in additional delay, but also increases call dropping probability that causes degradation in QoS.
It is well known that security services can influence QoS metrics, such as end-to-end delay, call dropping probability and throughput of communication. In the paper, end-to-end delay is approximately taken as QoS because it is the most important among various QoS factors. We defined the end-to-end delay as the time that a packet is sent from one end to the other. If both encryption and authentication are applied, the time delay T can be written as:
Here, t net is the transmission delay, t k is the encryption and decryption time, and t a is the authentication delay per packet. It is noted that although authentication is just implemented in initial stage of session, to describe its effect on end-to-end delay, we averagely add authentication delay to every packet. By this means, packet transmission takes more time due to authentication. In this way, the effect of security on QoS can be reflected by the end-to-end delay.
Security service can provide protection for network and data in communication. We define SAL (security assurance level) to measure the strength of security. If a very strong authentication or encryption algorithm is implemented, security policy can provide better protection, and then the SAL is assigned to a high value. Otherwise, the SAL is assigned to a low value. Since security policy contains authentication and encryption, SAL can be divided as SAL of authentication and SAL of encryption.
In practical application, authentication is used as a general way to protect network resources by rejecting unauthorized users. When the protection of authentication is not strong enough, illegal users can pretend a valid user to communicate with sender without checking correctly. In this case, the illegal user is notified as a valid user, so that data secrecy and integrity can not guarantee. That is to say, only when the protection of authentication is high enough, data encryption can play its role effectively. On the other hand, authentication does not ensure data integrity and confidentiality [7] . Therefore, the protection of authentication is limited, and can not satisfy requirements of high SAL. It is necessary to adopt both authentication and cryptographic techniques at relative high SAL.
Based on above discussion, authentication is firstly implemented to identify users, and then cryptographic techniques are used to protect data integrity and data confidentiality at relative high SAL. We defined l m as the minimal SAL where the encryption algorithm is deployed. The SAL below l m is mainly determined by authentication, while the additional SAL above l m is obtained from the minimum of SAL between encryption and authentication. This is because both authentication and encryption can influence security level, and weak protection from either side can degrade the SAL performance. By this means, the final SAL L can be expressed as:
where l k and l a are the SAL of encryption and the SAL of authentication respectively, △l a is the additional SAL of authentication that will be described in equation (10),
is the minimum value between l k and △l a .
A. Scenario
In the paper, we consider the evaluation model in wireless network from two aspects. One is the limited, shared, unpredictable wireless network resources, leading to QoS to be a more critical issue. The other is the open medium of the wireless network. Both aspects require security to protect data in transmission. It is urgent to optimize the QoS and security in wireless network. Our evaluation model is to provide optimal configurations of security and QoS based on the current network state to facilitate user decision. cenario.
B. Encryption
Data encryption is one of major methods to protect information. It can not only protect user message in communication from leakage, but also guarantee data integrity. Various encryption algorithms are proposed, such as 3DES, RC6, AES to meet different applications.
Since the impacts of encryption algorithms on QoS and security are all related to the key size and computational complexity, we simply adopt AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) as encryption algorithm to verify the effectiveness of evaluation model. AES is proclaimed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001 and capable to handle key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits. It has been widely adopted by suppliers of both network hardware and software
Effect of Encryption on Security
The SAL of encryption is determined by both its algorithm and key length [11] . Assume that the encryption algorithm has enough safety, which means that there is no better way to decipher the cipher system than exhaustive attack, the consumption of computation for exhaustive attack can be got. If the key length is 8 bits, there are 2 8 =256 possible keys. It needs to try 256 times in worst situation to get correct key. If k len is defined as the adapted key length, it needs to try 2 klen times. Therefore, we can conclude that the longer the key length is, the higher the SAL is.
It is assumed that without considering the authentication, the additional SAL of encryption is 1 when the shortest key length is used. Then the SAL of encryption l k can be denoted as:
What' more, the SAL of encryption is also related to its computational complexity, we can define the difference of algorithms by assigned a weight w.
For example, if 3DES is applied, w is set 0.2 due to weak protection, while AES is 0.5 which means relative strong security. In this way, different encryption algorithm and their SALs can be distinguished. In this paper, we only consider AES to check the effectiveness of our model, so w is assigned 1.
To facilitate discussion, L max is defined as the maximum SAL when the strongest authentication and encryption are applied. To ensure that the final SAL is not larger than L max , the equation (3) 
Effect of Encryption on Delay
When AES is used to encrypt and decrypt the same size of message, the encryption and decryption time bears a linear relationship with the key length [10] . Therefore, the encryption and decryption delay t k can be determined by:
Here, a is proportional coefficient which indicatesrate of the time delay; b is a constant; . Note that these parameters may be different in different scenarios.
C. Authentication
In order to protect network resources, authentication is always used as an initial process to validate users' identity and authorize users for establishing and maintaining creditable communications. In this paper, challenge/response authentication in wireless network is used [7] . The process is as follow: when an AP (access point) receives one authentication request from users, it is implemented with shared SA (security association). Meanwhile, session key is generated to provide protection of data integrity and secrecy. It is noteworthy that the process of later encryption in communication is independent to the authentication, and the purpose is to analyze their effects on QoS respectively.
Effect of Authentication on Security
Up to now, there are only some qualitative studies on the relationship between authentication and security, but little work has been done in the quantitative analysis of their relationship because no measurable metric is provided to quantify the security strength in numerical value. In addition, there exist a lot of authentication methods, so it is difficult to use a universal and accurate model to describe the impact of authentication on security, as well as on QoS.
In the research, we only consider challenge/response authentication because this method is most widely used in computer network. It is a general agreement that the more the times of authentication is, the higher the SAL of authentication is. Of course, for the same authentication, the SAL is determined by which way it adopts. For example, authentication through Media access control (MAC) address has lower SAL than one through credentials with a shared SA (security association) [7] . To simplify simulation and analysis, we use the most common authentication method in our model. In the case, authentication can be measured by the number of authentication in unit time.
Here, we define r a as arrival rate of authentication request to measure times of authentication in one minute. As the authentication rate changes, the SAL of authentication varies accordingly. For simplicity, it is assumed that authentication rate is proportional to the SAL of authentication, and a linear function is adapted to describe the relationship between authentication and its SAL. The value of SAL is just its relative. When the SAL of authentication is not lager than l m , it can be carried out as follow:
e r r l a a
Here, l a is the SAL of authentication with the authentication rate r a , e is proportional coefficient of authentication rate. r min is the minimum authentication rate used in simulations and r m is the authentication rate corresponding to l m . When the SAL is higher than l m , the additional SAL of authentication can be expressed as:
Here, r max is the maximum of authentication rate in simulations.
Effect of Authentication Rate on Delay
The authentication service is always provided at the beginning of a communication. Once the authentication is implemented successfully, the performance of the application is not basically affected by authentication. Authentication delay is the time duration from sending an authentication request to receiving the reply. It is proportional to the authentication rate in network scenarios [7] . Here, number of packages for authentication is used to measure the impact of authentication on QoS. The authentication delay T a as well as the authentication delay per package t a can be denoted as follows:
. (12) Here, the parameter c is proportional coefficient, d and is a constant that is determined by network status. r a × T a means time of authentication in one unit. That is to say, how many packets for authentication were sent in one unit. At last, the end-to-end delay can be obtained by substituting (12) into (1), which is expressed by:
IV. MULTI-OBJECTIVE IMMUNE ALGORITHM
In multi-objective problem, the goal is to seek optimal solutions for several objectives at the same time. In general, it gives rise to a set of optimal solutions, rather than a single solution, and one of the solutions can not be regarded better than others [15] . To achieve the best QoS and the highest SAL under certain network delay, it is equal to minimize the delay while maximizing the SAL. When multi-objective immune algorithm is adopted to solve the problems, (k len , r a ) can be considered as antibody, and the antigen is to (T, L). We can get optimal parameters of SAL and QoS in the following steps:
Step 1: Generate an initial antibodies population B with size N, and each antibody (k len , r a ) is created randomly.
Step 2: Based on crowding-distance, choose the dominant population D from B. If the generation reaches the limit, then output D is selected as optimal solutions. Otherwise, go to Step 3. Step 3: Based on crowding-distance, get active population A from D, and implement proportional cloning, recombination and hyper mutation on A.
Step 4: Get the new antibody population B by combining the new antibodies in Step 3 and D. Then go to Step 2.
The final dominant population D is the collection of security parameters, and we can get the corresponding minimal end-to-end delay and maximum SAL by substituting (k len , r a ) into (2) and (13).
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we use the data in [7] to check the availability of theevaluation unit, and evaluate the relation between security and QoS under a specific network status.
A. Assumptions and Parameters
Based on above evaluation model in wireless network, simulations are performed with PIV 2.0GHZ PC on a 1500B message, Ethernet packet. According to the result [10] , the delay parameters about encryption can be determined as a=0.0195 and b=7.5. It is assumed that the arrival rate of calls is equal to the authentication rate, and the authentication at security level 4 is implemented in [7] . Delay parameters of authentication are c=4e+007 and d=296.7. Many papers divide security levels into low, middle and high, while others add additional SAL 4 as the highest security level to represent the best security service. In the paper, we set L max to 4, and the transmission delay t net is 100 ms. Other parameters are shown in Table 1 . For convenience, key length changes continuously from 0 to 256, the rate of authentication varies in the range [0, 0.2] per minute.
B. Relationship between SAL and Delay
The interaction between SAL and time delay is shown in Fig. 2 . The key length and authentication rate at optimal values are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 2 shows the approach that the time delay increases with the increase of the SAL. The time delay is mainly caused by the increase of either key length or authentication rate. When the SAL moves from 1 to 2, the additional time delay is around 0.0335ms. It shows that the authentication has little influence on the time delay. Similarly, if the SAL moves from 3 to4, the additional time delay is 5.0548ms which is much larger than the former one. That is because when SAL is higher than 2, encryption algorithm is deployed which causes evident overhead. Thus curve in Fig. 2 has a jump at SAL 3.
Furthermore, when the SAL is leveraged from 3.5 to 4, the additional time delay is around 1.69621ms, which is only 50.50% of the additional time delay corresponding to the SAL from 3 to 3.5. Evidently, the increase rate of the time delay is less than that of SAL that is caused by encryption. As shown in (4), (7) and (9), the SAL of encryption is exponential growth with key length and the key length has linear variation with the time delay, as shown in (5) . Thus, it resulted in the above observation.
According to the optimal results shown in Fig. 2 , the corresponding key length and authentication rate are shown in Fig.3 . The points mainly distribute at two regions. The first one is located at 0 of key length, and the second one is located above 0.15 of authentication rate. From the equation (2), we can see that the SAL is only determined by authentication, when the security requirement is lower than l m . Therefore, the SAL increases with the authentication rate and key length keeps zero. When SAL is larger than l m , authentication (2) . In order to get the SAL as large as possible, key length for encryption and frequency of authentication should increase simultaneously. On the other hand, since encryption is independent of authentication, there are multiple combinations of k len and r a . The points of (k len , r a ) distribute at relative large regions, as shown in Fig. 3 .
VI CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel evaluation model is proposed to evaluate optimal parameters of security and QoS. The interaction between security and QoS is described by mathematical equations. To get the optimal solutions, i.e., the minimum delay and the highest SAL, immune optimization algorithm is used to get the optimal SAL and time delay. Simulations show that the proposed model is effective and can be applied in computer network, especially in wireless network.
